
Julie Fitzgerald
Cherrybrook 
 
To The Commissioner, Greater Sydney Commission,

Thank you for inviting the community to make submissions to the Greater Sydney
Commission's draft plan for the Northern District.  The lack of good planning in
recent times has created a high degree of uncertainty regarding the future of
Hornsby's rural lands.
 
I strongly support your recommendation to protect our rural lands and to keep them
for their agricultural potential, rural amenity and to protect the biodiversity of the
natural environment.

The critical bushland of south Dural is under threat of urban development where 240
ha is subject for rezoning to provide 2,900 dwellings. Over 6,000 submissions were
received by Hornsby Council against the proposal for reasons such as environmental
protection, rural amenity, rural jobs, agriculture opportunities, tourism and
infrastructure shortcomings.  

The roads around Cherrybrook and Dural - Boundary Road and New Line Road, are
already bumper to bumper from very early morning and a slow crawl to and from
Pennant Hills Road.  How will another approximately 6,000 or more cars fit on these
roads? 

The new rail line will do little to alleviate this problem as people from South Dural
and Cherrybrook will have to travel to the train lines by car.  Also the new road
connecting the M2 to M1 will do little as by the time that road is finished it will have
to be widened to cope with the influx of population which is occurring in Sydney.

Council has resolved not to evaluate the proposal in the short term.
 
I ask you to create a firm boundary at Hastings Road, Dural to mark the southern
boundary to Hornsby's rural area. Rural lands must NOT be used for urban
development and there is a need for stringent laws to protect them to end land
speculation. 

Please protect the rural zoning of our rural lands.  Please allow us to keep
appreciating the  beauty of this area.

ONCE GONE, IT CAN NEVER BE REPLACED.  The natural rural lands will be
gone forever if  2,900 dwellings are built on this beautiful bushland.

Yours faithfully,

Julie Fitzgerald 
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